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1. The following flow chart shows the 7 steps involved in assessing

Ghronic Diseases in a comrnunitY.

Using the information in the flow chart, write a passage with complete

""ntJn""" 
explaining all the steps involved in the process of assessing

chronic diseases.

Note: You should use present tense and time adverbials (sequence

markers).
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(15 marks)

To begin with: First, assess the community for any chronic diseases. Then
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2. Given is the procedure of the two investigations "What makes fruit go

brown? and ls the reaction an effect of microorganisms acting on the

tissue?"

Assume that you have completed the practical and write a report on the
lnvestigation 1 and lnvestigation 2.

Note: you shoutd use the correct tense and verb forms {past passive}

lnvestigation 1: What makes fruit go brown?

a. Cut a potato into eight Pieces.

b. Take one piece and crush it using the mortar and pestle.

c. Put the crushed sample on a tile next to an uncrushed piece.

d. Compare the rate at which both samples go brown.

e. When the uncrushed piece is brown, cut a small piece from the uncrushed

piece; also break a small piece from it. Note the colour of the freshly-exposed

surfaces.

f. Note which browns more quickly * the cut or broken surface?

lnvestigation 2: ls the reaction an effect of microorganisms acting on the

tissue?

a. Take two slices of Potato.

b. Soak one in a 1% solution of phenolfor 1 minute.

c. Soak a similar slice in pure water as a control'

d. Use tongs to remove the slices, shake off excess liquids. Wash one surface

of each with 3-4 drops of benzene-1,2-diol solution'

e. Observe the rate of browning of each slice. (20 marks)

To begin with: A potato was cut into eight pieces'....'

I
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3. The bar chart below gives information about the percentage of the

population living in the urban areas in different continents.

Write a report using the information.

Your report should have at least three paragraphs (introduction/ body/

conclusion).

Write at least 200 words.

Farentrge cf poprlrtion in urban an*Ei
-'+f*ierl*:il':"l:lr"i:;ii?;:1., iiil*:i

(www.ielts-exam.net)

Arie EuroPe

11959 l2{ro7 12030

txin ftiarira l*ortfi Frrnerica

CEribh€Br

(30 marks)
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4. Read the passage and answer the questions'

Climates and Climate Zones

(Sou rce : http ://www. readwo rks. org/passages/climates-climate-zones)

The Earth's surface is made up of many different climates' To help them organize it

all, climatologists (scientists who study climates) have grouped climates that are

similar. Each group has the same kinds of vegetation, average temperature' and

precipitation.'

Here is a look at some of the major groups'

Tropical Climates

Right around the equator is the tropical climate zone. This zone is mostly found

beiween the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. ln some places it extends

as wide as 30 degrees north and 30 degrees south latitude. Tropical climates receive

a lot of sunlight and are very warm. Rainfall is heavy, so they are also very wet' This

climate is pe-rfect for rainforests, teeming with an amazing..amount of life and growth'

Hot and muggy conditions provide a triUitat for many different types of plant and

animalspecies.

Desert Glimates

Deserts barely receive any rain. Usually the average rainfall for an entire year is less

than 10 inches. Some yeir" it may notrain at all, Desert air is so hot that when rain

does fall, it can 
"u"poot" 

even before it reaches the ground! Deserts often receive

full sunlight because there are no clouds to filter the sun's rays. At night deserts can

be extremely cold, The soil in a desert is dry and often sandy'Very little life thrives

in the desert. cacti are one exception. The cactus plant has evolvedso that it stores

water. The stem of the cactus is like a water bottle. lt is full of water and allows very

liftle to leave the plant. some famous deserts include the sahara in west Africa and

the Mojave in the United States.

Savannas

Savannas are often found between tropical climates and subtropical deserts'

Savannas have vegetation, but it is mostly scrub and brush' There is not enough

waterfor many trees. The grasses grow during a very short rainy season' They then

die in the completely dry winter months'

Temperate Glimates

Temperate is a synonym of moderate. The weather in temperate climales is never

too extreme. summers are warm and wet. winters are cool and dry' Neither season

has very hot or very cold temperatures. Many plant and animal species thrive in

these moderate ,onditiont. Most of the United states falls into the region of

temperate climates.
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Polar Climates

Have you ever heard of the polar ice caps? The ice caps are the regions at the North

and South Poles that are always covered in frozen water-either snow or ice. Polar
climates occur only above 60 degrees north latitude or below 60 degrees south
latitude. They are the coldest climates on Earth. Polar- regions get less of the sun's
direct rays because of the tilt of the Earth's axis. Temperatures are extremely low,

especially during winter when it is dark for six months straight! Precipitation is rare

and almost always in the form of snow.

Underline the correct answers

1. According to this passage, a region that is in a desert climate

a. receives a lot of rain.

b. might have a lot of cacti plants.

c. would have a lot of penguins living there.

d. would have a lot of trees.

2. How is the information about climate zones organized in this passage?

a. Each paragraph discusses a different characteristic of climates.

b. The climate zones are first compared with each other, then contrasted
with each other.

c. Each paragraph following the introduction provides a general
description of a specific climate zone.

d. The climate zones are described in order from coldest to warmest.

3. The passage states, "Polar regions get less of the sun's direct rays because of
the tilt of the Earth's axis." What can we conclude about how these regions would

be different if Earth was not tilted on its axis?

a. The polar- regions would get more sunlight.

b. The polar- regions would exist elsewhere on Earth.

c. The polar- regions would not have precipitation.

d. The polar- regions would be even colder.
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4. ln the second paragraph, the author describes rainforests as places that are

"teeming with an amazing amount of life and growth"'

Teeming most nearlY means

a. destroYed

b. lacking in.

c. full of-

. d. very wet.

5. What is the main purpose of this passage?

a.Tocompareweatherpatternsondifferentcontinents'

b. To describe how easy it is for humans to live in different climates.

c. To list major climate zones and describe them'

d. To discuss places on Earth with the most extreme weather.

(2x5=10marks)

6. Describe the vegetation in savanna'

(2 marks)

7.Why might it be usefulfor climatologists to group areas with similar climates into

zones?

(3 marks)

g. The question below is an incomplete sentence. Choose the answer that best

completes the sentence.

Polar- regions get less of the sun's direct rays, they are the coldest

climates on Earth.

a. so

b. yet

c. although

d. because
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9. Read the following sentence.

Many plant and animal species thrive in the temperate climate zone because
the weather is never too extreme there.

Answer the questions below based on the information provided in the sentence you
just read above.

One of the questions has already been answered for you.

What? Many plant and animalspecies

Do what?

\Mrere?

why?

(3 marks)

10. Vocabulary Word:

Write the meaning of the following words and write your own sentences using the
words.

Do not copy from the passage. Look at the example

Thrive (meaning): to grow or develop well; to be successful, healthy, or strong.

(sentence): Plants thrive fast when the climatic conditions are suitable.

Precipitationr ......

Habitat:

Filter:

Evolved:

Extreme:
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